
Eclipse Automation harnesses multi-industry know-how and the power of vertical integration to provide seamless custom automated systems 
that brings our customers’ products to life — on time and on budget. Our network of Eclipse facilities in Canada, the United States, Germany, 
Switzerland, Hungary, and Malaysia, provides global bench-strength and regional know-how across expert teams that design, build, and integrate 
advanced automation solutions for many of the world’s leading manufacturers. 

Our customers value our abili� to be their:

Automation Architects — By being involved in the early manufacturing scale-up planning phase, Eclipse is able to fully understand your 
manufacturing needs and devise your optimal road map, by providing the right level of automation at the right time, optimizing your capital 
equipment spend.  

End-to-End Solution Providers — Total vertical integration from conception to installation, ensuring cost-e�ective, high-quali�, and 
faster time-to-market results. By having control of the critical path of the project schedule, we are able to deliver on our commitments to 
on-time delivery and quali�.

Global Collaboration Experts — Common procedures and design practices between all our global business units, allows collaboration and 
project execution to be achieved across large teams and multiple global sites, to move rapidly and in unison, from day one to completion. �is 
is particularly important on large, globally deployed systems to ensure quali�, schedule, and cost are optimized.

Risk Mitigation Specialists — By process, Eclipse helps to identi� any process and schedule risks early, before project execution and 
devises actively managed plans to mitigate those risks to ensure they don’t a�ect schedule. �is is a key factor to the successful and e�cient 
launch of new products. 

Eclipse Automation is now part of Accenture, o�ering our clients further value, through the digital manufacturing expertise at Accenture 
Industry X. �rough the use of data analytics and other performance enhancing digital solutions, automated manufacturing operations can be 
scaled quicker than ever before.

Making the process seamless extends to our abili� to use our network to our customers’ advantage. Our abili� to build and service in-region, and 
our pool of expertise across the world, allows us to o�er the most �exible and convenient automation resources as needed.

Our recently opened Malaysian site further extends our reach to bring customers expert regional support, service, and ful�llment in Asia. �is 
site provides low-cost, value-added manufacturing options to best support global programs, including Repeat Equipment Builds. Our Malaysian 
facili� also brings a large team of highly educated engineers, assemblers, and other support people to our global network, enhancing our abili� 
to provide solutions with a powerful follow-the-sun model of service.

With 20 years of complex custom automation experience, the Eclipse team has designed and built innovative systems within a wide range of 
industries, including Life Sciences, Transportation, Consumer Products, Nuclear Energy, and Electronics. We collaborate with our customers to 
deliver end-to-end solutions that make their �nal products extraordinary.

Visit us at Booth #2200 today!
To learn more about Eclipse Automation please visit www.eclipseautomation.com for more details.
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